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Abstract: Finaancing by factooring involves the
t sale of duee bills
to a specializeed company callled factor, for a percentage of
o the
amount to bee cashed, whiile the factor is in charge with
administratingg bills and colllecting the matturity of their value.
v
As a result off the lowering of interest rates and the cuurrent
economic crisiis, the factoringg became more and more attraactive
to several Rom
manian compannies. Its flexibillity and adjustaability
allows the perspective
p
of establishing of an even better
b
satisfaction on the financiaal needs of Roomanian compaanies.
Key words: factoring, compaanies, interest, flexibility
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1. THE FAC
CTORING CONCEPT
Factoring represents a complex
c
finanncial product which
w
combines credditing, assumingg the risk of noon-cashing debts, the
services of seearching and reecovering of deebts, as well as
a the
accounting off the debts. Thee mechanism foor implementinng the
complex operrations of factooring involves 3 Parties (Rovventa,
2002):
A. The Adheerent (a manuufacturer-seller of goods, seervice
provider or works
w
experimennter, which traansmits to the factor
f
all its debts as
a bills, accordiing to an agreeement and notifying
their submissiion, while the factor
f
undertakes to carry out their
payment);
B
B. The Factor (a financial establishment: Commercial Bank,
insurance or reinsurance company,
c
the cooperative credit,
c
missions pays the
t Adherent all the
which in returrn for the comm
accepted claim
ms and by takinng over the righhts of the Adheerent,
cashes at the maturity
m
the claiims from the Adherent’s
A
debtoors);
C. The Debtoors (The Adherent’s custom
mers, the buyerrs of
goods, servicces or work, which are notified overr the
subrogation faactor in the Addherent’s rights, as well as ovver its
obligation to pay
p the invoice directly and onnly to factor).
Accordingg to the particippants in the opeeration of factooring,
we can distingguish:
a) Domestic factoring – thhis operation is not based on
o an
international commercial
c
conntract; it takes place
p
on the terrritory
of the same coountry and, therre is only factorr involved;
(b) Internationnal factoring – this operatioon is based on
o an
international trade
t
contract; there
t
are involvved two factorss (the
export and thhe import facttor). The expoort factor buyss the
exporter’s debbts (also called the
t Adherent) over
o
the importter, in
order to lateer yield them to the factoor for import;; the
international factoring
f
(Caraaiani, 2004) muust meet one of
o the
following condditions:
(1) the export contract shouldd stipulate the credit
c
or the bannking
letter of guaranntee;
(2) the risk off default from external borrow
wers outside shhould
be covered by an internationaal factoring com
mpany;
t be an insuraance against thee risk of the country
(3) there has to
and against the
t
risk of deefault, from anny other insurrance
reinsurance coompany. Accorrding to the righht of regressionn that
the bank cann exercise on the Adherent, there may bee: (a)
factoring withhout regression – the Factor paays the Adherennt the
price acceptedd of the invoicce or invoices, usually 80 peercent

mediately after delivery and 20 percent within 180 days off
imm
the due
d date invoicce, even if it does not totally or
o partially cashh
one or more of invvoices; (b) factooring with regreession - in casee
of default
d
the Facctor will recovver those amo
ounts from thee
Adh
herent, by exerccising its right to regress, by cutting up thee
curreent account of the Adherent oor by selling thee guarantee; alll
typees of factoring presume:
p
1) the financing forr claims, 2) thee
conttrol of the credit and the accepptance of the creedit risk, 3) thee
main
ntenance of thee book sales, 4)) the collecting of the bills, 5))
the acceptance criteria.
c
Factorring involves paying of a
mmission repressenting a certaain percentage applied to thee
com
nom
minal value of the
t bills, to whhich the financcing interest iss
addeed (Tatge et al.,, 2009).

2. THE ADVA
ANTAGES O
OF THE FA
ACTORING
G
In
I this respect, firstly, there iis the advantag
ge of obtainingg
finan
ncing in a veryy short term. Thhus, after signin
ng the factoringg
agreeement, the baanks or the faactoring compaanies grant thee
finan
ncing on the daay the bills are bbeing presented
d.
Another
A
advanttage is the impprovement of the cash - flow
w
due to the period for obtaining lliquidity consid
derably shorterr
n in the case of a credit.
than
In
I addition, unnlike credit funnds, the obtaineed credits shalll
not be
b bound to respect a specifieed destination as
a they may bee
inveested considerinng the immediaate needs of thee client. For thee
tradeers who seek factoring,
f
the faacilities are com
mpleted by thee
fact that the numbeer of documentts to be presentted to the bankk
fa
compaany is much sm
maller than in the request off
or factoring
cred
dit. After analyzzing the documeentation, the facctor may refusee
to provide
p
the seervices only inn case of thee existence off
sharreholders ties beetween the Adhherent and the Debtor
D
or in thee
casee when the seelling paymentts are conditioned, advancee
paym
ment or paymennt at delivery.
By
B factoring, the companies engaged in
i commerciall
transsactions also beenefit by the facct that they can concentrate onn
deveeloping the buusiness by expaanding producttion and sales,,
whille the Factor iss in charge wiith monitoring the cashing off
billss and recordinng the collecction of the factoring billss
(Varrtolomei, 2006)).

3. TRENDS
T
ON FACTORIN
NG
Ever
E
since its creation, wheen it was stricctly limited too
finan
ncing textile and clothing industry, the factoring hass
extended its coverrage on somee areas such as
a constructionn
mateerials, information technologgy. The rapid and numerouss
chan
nges in business environmennt create opporrtunities to selll
prod
ducts world-wide. Thus, withh the growth of commerciall
operrations worldw
wide, the num
mber of inteernal factoringg
operrations grows. One
O of the factooring’s featuress is the fact thatt
the largest
l
segmennt of the develooped operationss belong to thee
interrnal factoring, but it is believved that in the next years thee
interrnational sectorr will enlarge. A
Also, the largeest share withinn
the factoring
f
operattions is hold byy those without appeal.

4. FEATURES OF FACTORING IN ROMANIA
In Romania, the financing of businesses by factoring has
occurred relatively recently, in the middle 1990s, and it is still
in a primary stage of implementation, both at the level of the
banking companies, as well as under the appearance of its
usage by enterprises. At first, the work of domestic factoring in
Romania registered a very low volume, regarding both the
amounts and the companies supplying such services; this was
due mainly to the lack of experience and tradition of the
banking companies, the lack of legal regulations in this field,
the restrictive conditions regarding the access to this form of
financing for small and medium enterprises and, in particular,
the lack of competitiveness for the products made in our
country. In Romania the market of factoring is characterized by
a special potential (Grecu, 2007). A growth rate significantly
exceeding the annual growth registered worldwide (which is
only of 10-12%) is registered annually. This clearly shows that
the market of factoring is in a continuous change and dynamic.
The greatest share continues to be hold by the factoring
operations which finance the exports of the companies in our
country (about 86 percent), reflecting a position contrary to the
trends showed worldwide.
The activity departments considered suitable for operations
of factoring are as follows: wood industry, silicates, light
industry, information technology. In the countries accepted by
the banking companies for operations of export factoring there
are banking companies or companies specialized in
corresponding factoring services, affiliated to the international
organizations of factoring through which this kind of operations
are carried out ( Roventa, 2002).
The internal factoring means the combination between a
solution of financing through short-term credit and the
discharge of the effort of managing the debts of a company
(Tatge et al., 2009). In this way, the operator will provide the
funding, monitoring of cashing debts, as well as protection
against default risks, yielding the bank, under the title of sale or
pledge, the debts arising from the sale of goods or services for
others. If, from various reasons, the access to the classic
funding sources is difficult, or if they have been exhausted, the
financing of bills through the service of factoring may be the
answer to rapidly obtain the capital the companies need.
Due to the fact that the interest is deducted from the
amount the trader must collect, in the last years, the decrease of
interest to lei credits has led to acceleration in the development
of factoring services on the Romanian market. In the context of
the current economic crisis, the companies are often faced with
shortage of liquidity, because revenues do not always meet the
deadlines established with partners. The crisis has brought to
foreground the version of financing by factoring in terms of a
significant reduction of flows of cash from economy. The main
purpose of the factoring services is to supply liquidity on the
basis of future revenues. Until last year, the number of days of
billing admitted was 150 days. But now they go up to 360 days,
however, exceptionally, there are also received invoices to be
cashed over more than 1 year. The percentage the customers
receive falls normally at 80 percent of the bill, including VAT,
but it may also go to 100 percent.
The cost perceived for the factoring operations is divided
into the fee for managing the transaction and a separate fee for
financing the operation itself (Tatge et al., 2009).
Field of activity

Recovering of
debts (days)

Industrial Goods
Transports
Telecommunications
Pharmaceutics

71
90
96
110

Deadlines for
payment of
debts(days)
183
204
208
208

Tab. 1. Debts recovery period versus debts payment deadlines

Market share (%)
UniCredit Ţiriac Bank
32
BRD
28
BCR Erste Bank
11
Transilvania Bank
10
Tab. 2. Main competitors in the market factoring in Romania
Factoring Division

Usually, the commissions for factoring are set both
according to the financial situation, as well as to the payment
deadlines offered to the customers of the company using
factoring. These commissions apply to the nominal value of the
paid bills and represent 0.5-1 percent for the services of internal
factoring (lei) and 1-2 percent for the services of international
factoring (it is established by the quotation of the bank or
external company of factoring and largely depends on the
volumes to be run by factoring, on the number of debtors, as
well as on the number of bills traded).
Presently, the market of the factoring in Romania is
dominated by subsidiaries of big foreign or local banks (Grecu,
2007). In the current period of economical uncertainty, the
factoring is a solution to which more and more companies have
joined, from the Romanian SMEs to multinational corporations.
The companies that have appealed to the services of factoring
were able to increase their potential without material guarantees
and without increasing the degree of debt.
According to the structure of the portfolio of clients of the
leader of the quota, 2009 was a year of changes in strategy. If a
year ago, more than a quarter of customers who have appealed
the factoring were represented by companies in the field of
recyclable materials, now predominate customers in the
construction sector and the sport; they sell both their due bills,
as well as the rights of televising.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The factoring is a product that is addressed to companies
interested in a flexible and speedy solution to improve the level
of liquidity and in obtaining the working capital. The factoring
provides the customer, apart from financing the benefit to
externalize towards the bank the process of collecting bills and,
therefore, it cuts the time allotted to the monitoring of the
receipts from customers.
The factoring has permanently adapted the changes that
took place, developing new techniques, methods and efficient
instruments for businesses.
The market of the factoring has a high growing potential,
taking into consideration that most small and medium
enterprises are facing problems in financing.
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